This Post-Closure Inspection Report is done as a letter from the Nevada Field Office (NFO) to the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection (NDEP). Please note that the CAUs listed in this template are the CAUs that must be reported on as of the date of this template and that as CAUs are closed with use restrictions and require inspections they should be included in this report even if they are not currently listed.

Questions regarding this template should be directed to the FFACO Group at ffaco@nv.doe.gov.

Tim Murphy, Chief
Bureau of Federal Facilities
Division of Environmental Protection
2030 E. Flamingo, Suite 230
Las Vegas, NV 89119

SUBMITTAL OF FINAL POST-CLOSURE INSPECTION LETTER REPORT FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION UNITS (CAUs) ON THE NEVADA NATIONAL SECURITY SITE (NNSS), (Insert MONTH AND YEAR OF ISSUANCE)

This letter serves as the post-closure inspection letter report for CAUs on the NNSS for Calendar Year XXXX.

INDUSTRIAL SITES
The following sites were closed in place with use restrictions under the Industrial Sites Activity. (For each CAU listed, enter results, including the date of inspection(s), any findings, and any corrective actions taken. When additional CAUs are added to this letter report, the official FFACO title should be used.)

CAU 5, Landfills
CAU 113, Area 25 R-MAD Facility
CAU 115, Area 25 Test Cell A Facility
CAU 116, Area 25 Test Cell C Facility
CAU 118, Area 27 Super Kukla Facility
CAU 127, Areas 25 and 26 Storage Tanks
CAU 137, Waste Disposal Sites
CAU 139, Waste Disposal Sites
CAU 140, Waste Dumps, Burn Pits, and Storage Area
CAU 143, Area 25 Contaminated Waste Dumps
CAU 145, Wells and Storage Holes
CAU 151, Septic Systems and Discharge Area
CAU 165, Area 25 and 26 Dry Well and Washdown Areas
CAU 168, Area 25 and 26 Contaminated Materials and Waste Dumps
CAU 204, Storage Bunkers
CAU 254, Area 25 R-MAD Decontamination Facility
CAU 261, Area 25 Test Cell A Leachfield System
CAU 262, Area 25 Septic Systems and UDP
CAU 309, Area 12 Muckpiles
CAU 322, Areas 1 & 3 Release Sites and Injection Wells
CAU 333, U-3auS Disposal Site
CAU 357, Mud Pits and Waste Dump
CAU 528 Polychlorinated Biphenyls Contamination
CAU 529, Area 25 Contaminated Materials
CAU 539, Areas 25 and 26 Railroad Tracks
CAU 542, Disposal Holes
CAU 543, Liquid Disposal Units
CAU 544, Cellars, Mud Pits, and Oil Spills
CAU 545, Dumps, Waste Disposal Sites, and Buried Radioactive Materials
CAU 546, Injection Well and Surface Releases
CAU 547, Miscellaneous Contaminated Waste Sites
CAU 551, Area 12 Muckpiles
CAU 552, Area 12 Muckpile and Ponds
CAU 554, Area 23 Release Site
CAU 560, Septic Systems
CAU 561, Waste Disposal Areas
CAU 566, EMAD Compound

SOILS
The following sites were closed in place with use restrictions under the Soils Activity.

CAU 107, Low Impact Soil Sites
CAU 365, Baneberry Contamination Area
CAU 367, Area 10 Sedan, Ess and Uncle Unit Craters
CAU 370, T-4 Atmospheric Test Site
CAU 371, Johnnie Boy Crater and Pin Stripe
CAU 372, Area 20 Cabriolet/Palanquin Unit Craters
CAU 374, Area 20 Schooner Unit Crater
CAU 375, Area 30 Buggy Unit Craters
CAU 574, Neptune

DEFENSE THREAT REDUCTION AGENCY

The following sites were closed in place with use restrictions by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA). Results of these inspections are included in this report on behalf of DTRA.

CAU 383, Area 12 E-Tunnel Sites
CAU 476, Area 12 T-Tunnel Muckpile and CAU 559, T-Tunnel Compressor/Blower Pad
CAU 477, Area 12 N-Tunnel Muckpile
CAU 478, Area 12 T-Tunnel Ponds
CAU 482, Area 15 U15a/e Muckpiles and Ponds

Copies of completed inspection checklists are attached. Please direct comments and questions to (insert current Industrial Sites/Soils Federal Activity Lead’s name here), of my staff, at (702) XXX-XXXX.

Robert F. Boehlecke, Manager

EMO: XXXX:XX
(Will be completed by the NFO)

Enclosures:
As Stated

cc w/encl.:
J. J. MacDougall, NDEP, Las Vegas, NV
(2 electronic copies)
Northern Nevada Public Reading Facility,
Carson City, NV (1 electronic copy)
Southern Nevada Public Reading Facility,
Las Vegas, NV (2 electronic copies)
N-I Central Files, MS NSF 156 (1 electronic copy)
R. A. King, NSTec, Las Vegas, NV
NSTec Document Production
(electronic copy to OSTI)
NSTec Correspondence Management
Coordinator, MS NLV 008

cc w/o encl.:
J. T. Fraher, DTRA/CXTS,
Kirtland AFB, NM
Scott Page, NDEP, Las Vegas, NV
Ted Zaferatos, NDEP, Las Vegas, NV
T. A. Lantow, EMO, NNSA/NFO, Las Vegas, NV
FFACO Group, EMOS, NNSA/NFO Las Vegas, NV
NNSA/NFO Read File